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Far too many Christians are waiting, hoping, and praying for healing, but either it doesn’t last or

it doesn’t come at all. Doctors shrug and say there is nothing they can do. Pastors say it is your

sin or attacks of the devil that blocks your healing. This only leaves people more helpless,

hopeless, afraid, ashamed, and still sick or in pain. Craig Miller experienced his own

miraculous physical healing, and he has dedicated his life to helping others receive the

permanent emotional and physical restoration that is available through the healing power of

God. Craig ministers to the spirit and soul to identify root causes that block your healing. He

lends particular focus to cases in which no cause of an illness can be identified and what to do

when healing does not occur. He provides easy-to-use, step-by-step practical methods that are

viable, available, affordable, and effective at bringing real solutions to long-term pain and

suffering. And he includes real-life examples of healing testimonies. 

"I believe it is important for everyone to learn how to pray for the sick, and for them to know

what to do when when there is no change after they pray. Because people typically do not

know what to do when healing does not occur, I recommend Craig Miller’s book, which gives

greater awareness to identifying and releasing root issues of illness so that healing

breakthrough can happen."-Randy ClarkFounder, Global Awakening "The tools in this book

expose and remove the emotional roots of medical conditions. There are pearls of wisdom for

all who read the book, including those who pray for healing and those who have to contend to

keep their healing." —Dr. David Zaritzky MDLeader, Healing Ministry Grace Church, High

Point, NC "Craig Miller has created a powerful, practical tool to assist those who believe in the

power of God to heal physical disease by exploring the root causes of illness, pain, and

seemingly 'incurable' physical distress. His experience and research as a therapist and

speaker come together in this guide that everyone who prays for the sick will want to include in

their 'toolbox' of resources."—Dr. Mike HutchingsDirector of Education, Global

AwakeningDirector, School of Supernatural Ministry and Global Healing and Prophetic

Certification ProgramsAuthor, God Heals PTSD: Restoring the Dream of God "Craig Miller

presents a practical, faith-filled approach for Christians to move with the power of the Holy

Spirit to break free of emotional, physical, and spiritual affliction. Craig’s nearly forty years of

clinical and pastoral counseling experience provides a treasure trove of tools for everyday

Christians. A must read for anyone seeking to remove bondage and limitation from their lives

and from the lives of all of those they love." —Reverend Joanne MoodyInternational speaker,

author, healerAgape Freedom Fighters "Craig Miller provides the secret to healing and

freedom: to remove the obstacles and blockages in one’s heart, to be open here on earth, and

to be loved by the bridegroom Jesus, His Father, and the Holy Spirit. I thank God for sending

Craig into my life as a spiritual companion and teacher."—Fr. Jim CurtinPastor, St. Dennis

Catholic Church, Lockport, IL --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the

AuthorCRAIG MILLER has been ministering and counseling in church, medical, and mental

health settings since 1980. He is a licensed Christian therapist and co-founder of Masterpeace

Counseling in Tecumseh, Michigan. He holds a master’s degree in social work from Michigan

State University and a master’s degree in health services administration from the University of

Detroit. He has served as a lay minister and as the director of social work for Herrick Hospital

in Tecumseh.Experiencing his own miraculous physical healing deepened Craig’s passion to



help people receive healing and restoration through teaching, imparting, and ministering the

love and healing power of Jesus. Craig ministers to the spirit and soul (mind, will, and

emotions) for God to identify the root causes that block healing of physical or emotional

conditions. He also teaches and ministers through TV and radio appearances, speaking at

national healing conferences, healing services, and through his other books: When Feelings

Don’t Come Easy, When Your Mate Is Emotionally Unavailable, Declaring Your Worth, and

Finding Victory When Healing Doesn’t Happen, which he coauthored with Randy Clark.For

more information about Craig, go to www.insightsfromtheheart.com. --This text refers to the

paperback edition.
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AuthorWelcome to Our House!“Breaking Emotional Barriers to Healing builds on the book

Craig Miller co-authored with Randy Clark, Finding Victory When Healing Doesn’t Happen. In

this book, Craig shares many testimonies of people who have been healed of chronic diseases.

Craig has found that the key to the physical healing is the release of suppressed emotions that

occur as the result of trauma. Jesus makes us whole—spirit, soul, and body. Jesus heals our

soul and body. Craig has a master’s degree in social work. His experience in private practice

and in his work at hospitals add levels of depth of wisdom. The tools in this book expose and

remove the emotional roots of medical conditions. There are pearls of wisdom here for all, but

especially for those who pray for healing, and those who have to contend to keep their

healing.”—David Zaritzky, MDLeader, Healing MinistryGrace Church, High Point, NC“Craig

Miller’s competence in the field of emotional healing is only rivaled by his compassion. His new

book is lending us permission to ask questions that, until now, we would not have asked. The

book is a blueprint for the restoration of a sound mind, as well as the healing of those physical

and mental scars that hinder the freedom that Christ came to give us. I am struck by the

simplicity by which Craig has written on such a complex topic. Craig’s book, while rooted in

both scientific and empirical data, stands firm on a practical theology that sees the whole

person healed!”—Pastor Scott Caesar Founder/Men’s Pastor, Men’s Discipleship

Networkmensdiscipleshipnetwork.com“Breaking Emotional Barriers to Healing presents a

practical, faith-filled approach allowing Christians to move with the power of the Holy Spirit to

break free of emotional, physical, and spiritual affliction. Craig’s nearly forty years of clinical

and pastoral counseling experience provides a treasure trove of tools for everyday Christians

to experience firsthand the perfect healing power of Jesus Christ. This is a must-read for every

person seeking to see bondage and limitation removed from their lives, and in the lives of

those around them.”—Rev. Joanne MoodyInternational speaker, author,

healerAgapefreedomfighters.org“Craig Miller has created a powerful, practical tool to assist

those who believe in the power of God to heal physical disease by exploring the root causes of

much illness, pain, and seemingly ‘incurable’ physical distress. His research and experience as

a therapist and speaker bring together this guide that everyone who prays for the sick will want

to add to their toolbox of resources.”—Dr. Mike HutchingsDirector, Global School of

Supernatural Ministry and the Global Certification ProgramsFounder, God Heals PTSD

FoundationAuthor, Soul Restoration: Healing the Wounds of Life and War“I consider myself a

friend and fellow companion of Craig Miller on the journey God has led each of us to in healing

ministry. In this book, Craig reveals the secret to healing and freedom: removing the obstacles

and blockages in one’s heart, being open here on earth, and being loved by the Bridegroom



Jesus, His Father, and the Holy Spirit. I thank God for sending Craig into my life as a spiritual

companion and teacher.”—Fr. Jim Curtin Pastor, St. Dennis Catholic ChurchLockport, ILUnless

otherwise indicated, all Scripture quotations are taken from the updated New American

Standard Bible®, nasb®, © 1960, 1962, 1963, 1968, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1975, 1977, 1995 by

The Lockman Foundation. Used by permission. (www.Lockman.org) Scripture quotations

marked (niv) are taken from the Holy Bible, New International Version®, niv®, © 1973, 1978,

1984, 2011 by Biblica, Inc.® Used by permission of Zondervan. All rights reserved worldwide.

www.zondervan.com. The “NIV” and “New International Version” are trademarks registered in

the United States Patent and Trademark Office by Biblica, Inc.® Scripture quotations marked

(kjv) are taken from the King James Version of the Holy Bible.This book is not intended to

provide medical advice or to take the place of medical advice and treatment from your personal

physician. Readers are advised to consult their own doctors or other qualified health

professionals regarding the treatment of their medical problems. Neither the publisher nor the

author takes any responsibility for any possible consequences from any treatment, action, or

application of medicine, supplement, herb, or preparation to any person reading or following

the information in this book. If readers are taking prescription medications, they should consult

with their physicians and not take themselves off medicines to start supplementation without

the proper supervision of a physician.Breaking Emotional Barriers to Healing:Understanding

the Mind-Body Connection to Your IllnessInsightsfromtheheart.comtalkwithcraig@juno.com©

2018 by Craig A. MillerWhitaker House1030 Hunt Valley CircleNew Kensington, PA

15068www.whitakerhouse.comLibrary of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Data

(Pending)No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means,

electronic or mechanical—including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage

and retrieval system—without permission in writing from the publisher. Please direct your

inquiries to permissionseditor@whitakerhouse.com.This book has been digitally produced in a

standard specification in order to ensure its availability.ForewordHave you ever prayed for

someone’s healing but afterward, either nothing happened or there was only a slight

improvement? After you’ve worked up the courage to initiate prayer for someone’s healing, it’s

easy to lose your nerve when nothing happens as a result, especially if you do not know what

to do when healing does not happen. This is such an important topic that Craig and I co-

authored the book Finding Victory When Healing Doesn’t Happen, which addressed some

important issues concerning when healing doesn’t occur after prayer. We have continued to

see an increase in interest from people hungry to receive more information about healing

breakthrough.I am so excited about three books that deal with both physical and emotional

healing, books that, I feel, are going to be valuable toods for people who work and minister with

those who suffer. Those three books are: Soul Pain Revealed: The Mystery of Mentall Illness,

by Dr. Julie Caton; Soul Restoration: Healing the Wounds of Life and War, a forthcoming book

by Mike Hutchings; and this book, Breaking Emotional Barriers to Healing.Craig’s experience

as a Christian mental health therapist, and his passion to see people set free when healing

doesn’t occur, has prompted him to continue writing more on this subject. Breaking Emotional

Barriers to Healing provides more insight about how physical, emotional, and cellular memory

trauma can block the healing process and interfere with the spirit, soul, and body connections.

He includes prayers to identify and release emotional issues that directly interfere with healing

and with the restoration of your mind and body. This is also a guidebook for various issues that

may occur during prayer, such as what to do when a person is not ready to forgive, not letting

go of anger, not trusting Jesus to heal, not able use God’s authority and power when praying,

and much more. At the end of the book, there is a list of specific medical conditions and the



underlying emotional roots related to each one.Inner healing is a way of going through the

process of sanctification and becoming what God says we are: free and forgiven. Inner healing

can happen in different ways, and I believe it is important that everyone learn how to pray for

the sick, and to know what to do when little or nothing changes after you pray. Because people

typically do not know what to do when healing does not happen, Craig’s book provides more

awareness about identifying and releasing root issues for more healing breakthrough.—Randy

Clark, D. Min.Overseer, Apostolic Network of Global AwakeningFounder, Global

AwakeningPART IUnderstanding Mind-Body Connections to Your Illness1How Trauma Impacts

Your Mind and BodyAs my wife and I were ministering at a healing conference, a thirty-one-

year-old woman named Julie asked us to pray with her. Most of her life, she had been living

with the intestinal pain of irritable bowel syndrome, severe foot problems, confusion, dizziness,

and extreme fatigue. Within the past fifteen years, she had complained of back problems due to

scoliosis, neck pain, ribs slipping out of place, poor leg circulation, an off-axis pelvic bone, and

body tension. Within the last two years, she also suffered from headaches, uteral pain, and

adrenal fatigue. Years of medical treatment had resulted in little to no results from doctors who

could not find answers. As a prayer minister herself, even though she had a strong faith and

loved seeing others healed, she had been unable to receive her own total healing. Although

she knew God loved her, she also knew it did not make sense for her to live this way, and for

her prayers not to remain unanswered. Julie reported that, with so many physical restrictions

and medical problems, her life had never been “normal.” The amount of emotional pain,

sadness, stress, and fear she carried inside made it difficult for her to be strong for her own

family.As I listened, my heart grieved to hear about her years of emotional and physical

suffering. It never seems to make sense why people must continue in misery, especially when

they pray to a loving and merciful heavenly Father, and yet, they do not receive healing. But I

also know she had many layers of unresolved emotional trauma and unhealthy beliefs that

were among the causes of her relentless symptoms. I asked her if she was ready to revisit the

past emotional wounds in her heart and mind that unknowingly affected her. She said she had

already done some inner healing and was not sure what else to do. I told her that her

continued suffering with pain and physical conditions was evidence that additional layers of

emotional trauma needed to be revealed and released. She was open to allowing us to pray for

her condition.When we prayed together, God revealed hurt from various family members, and

the emotional connection she still had to those situations. God started with an image of her

mother’s womb, and times of rejection from her parents, and the subsequent feelings of

disapproval, unworthiness, fear, confusion, shame, and abandonment that were the result of

years of abuse and neglect. Each time God reveal a trauma, Julie was able to release the

emotions associated with that trauma. As a result, the pain from a body area associated with

each expressed emotion began to decrease, until all her pain was gone. (The association

between the body and emotions will be explained in more detail later.) When we asked God to

restore the love, life, peace, significance, and identity she had not received from her parents,

areas of her body literally began shifting and improving before our eyes. By the time we were

done praying, Julie was able to walk away completely symptom-free! She was able to sleep

through the night, felt no pain or fear, experienced clarity of thought, felt energetic, had normal

bodily functions, believed in herself, and began to enjoy life in ways that she had been unable

to do for most of her life.I have heard so many stories like Julie’s. Stories in which people had

been hurting from a condition, emotionally and physically, for some time. After many

unsuccessful attempts at healing, it is easy to become discouraged as you question what is

wrong with you or your faith. Over time, you begin the downward spiral of wondering whether



God wants you healed, or if you are destined to live this way forever. These thoughts and

feelings are common because you cannot make sense of your lack of healing, especially when

you hear messages of how much God loves you and wants you to be healed. In time, you

come to believe that the only option available is to develop a new way of living with your painful

condition, or you will begin shutting down in order to merely survive in a life of misery. This

allows discouragement to fester, which causes additional unwanted symptoms, and distorts the

truth that God does want you to be healed.I believe God can heal anybody, anytime, anywhere,

and that He created your body and mind to naturally work toward healing. So, the question I

often hear is, “If God wants me well, why do I struggle to receive healing, or lose it as soon as I

get it?”I read that the well-known healing evangelist Kathryn Kuhman commented that only 10

to 15 percent of people keep their healing. That is an unfortunately low number of people who

are able to experience permanent healing. This has significantly discouraged people from

relying on prayer as a method of healing. However, it is my prayer and passion to see those

numbers reversed, so that 90 percent of people are able to keep their healing. And from what

God demonstrated to me through the healing prayers found in this book, I believe it is realistic

to expect that 90 percent (or more) of those healed will keep their healing. One of the main

purposes of this book is to help lay the groundwork for a practical understanding of what God

wants you to know in order to break any and all barriers that keep permanent healing from

taking place.Sometimes, when people pray for healing and don’t receive it, they think their

prayers are not answered, and more importantly, they do not know what to do next in order to

receive healing. This is a common issue, even in the church, especially since there is little

spiritual teaching about the barriers that block your spirit, soul, and body from receiving

healing. In the book I cowrote with Dr. Randy Clark, Finding Victory When Healing Doesn’t

Happen, we described some of the core reasons that can hinder the divine healing process,

such as unworthiness, unbelief, fear, doubt, unforgiveness, sin, worldly expectations, curses,

and spiritual warfare. (See chapter 11 for more details.) One of the most common hindrances

to healing is past, unresolved emotional trauma that is held inside. In fact, emotional trauma is

so powerful, if it is held inside long enough, it can weaken the body, make it more susceptible

to illness, weaken your faith in healing, and block any healing of your specific symptoms!

Emotions are often overlooked when it comes to disease, pain, and the healing process.In the

many years I have prayed for and witnessed healings, especially for illnesses with long-term

conditions, I have found that emotions are one of the most common, most misunderstood, and

undertaught reasons for the lack of healing of mind-body illnesses. No matter what injury or

condition you have, inner emotion is always part of the problem, but it is rarely discussed as

part of the solution. This is among the reasons why the Centers for Disease Control and

Provention (CDC) states that 85 percent of physical illness has an emotional root. That is an

extremely high percentage for emotions to affect your state of health!Your body has a great

capacity to resist illness, especially when you care for yourself and do things like routinely

releasing emotions, in order to balance your mind and regulate the body stress level. Even

Scripture lets you know that when you confess, or let go of, your thoughts to one another, you

may be healed. (See James 5:16.) However, when you hold in your intense emotions that

result from accumulated hurt or trauma, your mind and body become stressed and out of

balance. For example, among the bodily systems that are most affected by stress are the

immune system, heart, and digestive system. 1When these areas of your body are functioning

in a weakened state, you are more suseptible to illness and disease. This means your

weakened systems will struggle to fight off illness, contribute to the cause of your illness, and

even block your healing, especially with suppressed emotions. (See chapter 15 for more



details).Research details the influence of stress and the importance of expressing emotions to

assist in healing and healthy living.Up to 98 percent of mental, physical, and behavioral illness

comes from our thought life2Stress is a factor in 75 percent of all illnesses and diseases388 of

cancers are due to lifestyle and not genetics475 to 90 percent of all visits to the primary care

doctor are due to stress-related problems5Earlier Trauma Causes a Greater Intensity of

PainHurtful physical and emotional events can happen any time in life. However, the earlier and

the more severe the event, the more devastating the experience can be. When hurtful events

happen, it forges a chainlink to you, like a steel ring welded to your soul. With each additional

hurtful event, another steel ring is welded to your soul. As a result, you end up with a long

chain of hurt and disappointment.For about forty years, Martha experienced constant anxiety

and complained of poor time management. She felt pressure each morning to get activities

done. If she did not hurry, she felt pressure in her head and anxiety in her stomach. God took

her back to when she was ten years old and her mother would frequently yell at her,

expressing disappointment, impatience, and, to Martha, a lack of love. As a result, Martha felt

inadequate, unloved, anxious, and viewed herself as a constant source of disappointment to

her parents. When she gave these feelings to God and forgave her family members, the

anxiety and pressure disappeared. The emotion of those early years was so strong, it forged a

chain link that lasted forty years, until she was finally ready to reveal it and release it.If you do

not work through your feelings, each hurt and disappointment from the important people in

your life (a parent, friend, teacher, boyfriend or girlfriend, spouse, employer, etc.), will continue

to create more rings on the chain of unhealthy emotions. With each hurt, the chain becomes

heavier and the feelings more intense. This accumulation of hurt from physical and/or

emotional trauma will greatly affect how you feel inside emotionally, what you will believe about

your healing, and how you will react to other people or situations. For example, the longer you

hold in emotions from unresolved (unhealed) past hurts and carry around unforgiveness, the

greater chance you will struggle with believing in your healing and experience issues such

as:an increase in emotional and physical illnesseschronic conditions and unsuccessful

healingfeelings of being unworthy, unforgivable, or undeserving of healingdoubt that God can

use you to heal othersa belief that your prayers are ineffectivea belief that you must live with

your symptoms and healing is not for youa belief that God wants you to suffer in order to learn

somethingIf you are experiencing any of these common issues, you are not alone. So many

people are being deceived because of unresolved negative emotions that create ungodly

beliefs, fears, and lies from past hurts. These unhealthy perceptions, created through hurtful

experiences, become your reality and corrupt your ability to believe the truth about receiving

healing, as well as your authority to minister healing to others. The good news is that you don’t

have to live with these issues. You can learn new ways to reveal and release what is not of God

and receive what God wants you to have.A woman named Mary was not healed after we

prayed for her a few times. When I asked if she wanted to be healed, Mary said she felt there

was a difference between wanting to be healed and expecting to be healed. Mary said she

didn’t know how God would want to heal someone like her, since she didn’t feel she was “good

enough” to be healed. When I asked how she felt when she said that, Mary said she felt

sadness and rejection.God took Mary to a childhood memory of lying in bed when she was

sick. Since her mother was always busy, Mary’s childhood was filled with sad, lonely, bored,

and rejected feelings because of her mother’s neglect. This experience created Mary’s belief

that she was not good enough to be cared for, and her mother’s lack of love created Mary’s

feeling of being unworthy of good things. When Mary released her hurt, sad, and empty

feelings, she realized her adult feelings of being lonely, sad, and not good enough were the



same ones she had as a child. As she envisioned Jesus giving her His love through a hug,

Mary saw herself sitting up in bed and feeling better. Next, she envisioned Jesus laughing and

having fun, even jumping on the bed with her. I could see Mary’s face light up as she realized

the truth about herself.The Importance of EmotionsThe importance of emotions cannot be

ignored, since research has shown they are necessary to assign value, purpose, and meaning

to what you do. Emotions bring the whole body into a single purpose, integrating systems and

coordinating mental processes and biology to create behavior.6Even the Bible references the

emotional life of Jesus Christ during His time of ministry. Scripture states we are to be imitators

of God. (See Ephesians 5:1.) Since Jesus was the best Imitator of what God wants us to be

like, God wants you to also show the emotions of Jesus, such as grief (see Matthew 26:38),

fear and agony (see Luke 22:44), anger (see John 2:15), tears (see John 11:35), rejection (see

John 19:15), and joy (see Luke 10:21). My point is, if you want to be like Jesus, and if you want

to maintain a healthy life, you must similarly identify and express emotions as Jesus did.Since

the apostle Paul was also one of the best imitators of Jesus, he wrote, “Whatever you have

learned or received or heard from me, or seen in me—put it into practice. And the God of

peace will be with you” (Philippians 4:9 niv). So when you express your feelings, which is how

God designed you to function, you will begin to find the peace, joy, and healing that God

intended for you to experience.Your God-given emotions are vitally important to how you live.

Although you cannot control the events or circumstances that bring fear, lies, and illness, you

can choose to control what you will do with your emotions to influence your healing. The

Scriptures let you know: You do not have a spirit of fear but of love, power, and a sound mind.

(See 2 Timothy 1:7 kjv.) You have a choice. Either you can take control of illness or your illness

will take control of you. In the subsequent chapters, you will learn more about how to take

control of your emotions and illnesses in order to obtain successful and permanent healing.1

Karol K. Truman, Feelings Buried Alive Never Die… (St. George, Utah: Olympus Distributing,

1991), 220–264.2 Dr. Caroline Leaf, Switch on Your Brain (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books,

2013), 33.3 Sheldon Cohen PhD, Denise Janicki-Deverts PhD, Gregory E. Miller PhD,

“Psychological Stress and Disease,“ JAMA, October 10, 2007, 1685, https://jamanetwork.com/

journals/jama/article-abstract/209083?redirect=true (accessed April 30, 2018).4 International

Agency for Research on Cancer and the World Health Organization, “Cancer Statistics and

Views of Causes,“ Science News, vol. 115, no. 2 (January 13, 1979), 23.5 Dr. Paul Rosch,

“Stress and Heart Disease,“ http://www.stress.org/stress-and-heart-disease/ (accessed April

30, 2018).6 Leaf, 88.2What Happens When There Is Emotional TraumaRoger was in severe

pain as he sat in front of me asking for prayer. Part of him was hoping for healing, but another

part of him was filled with doubt. His desperation to try anything came from the suffering he

had endured for the past thirty-five years, after his motorcycle was hit by a drunk driver. As he

described the accident, the look on his face revealed the sadness and strain that had

accompanied a pain-filled life. He said the accident “blew out” his spine, knocked out a disc,

partially severed his leg, broke many ribs, and punctured his lung. Over the years, Roger had

showed some improvement, but he believed many of his prayers had gone unanswered

because he still endured a level of pain that severly impacted his quality of life. He still had to

deal with severe back pain and impaired mobility due to the fact that one leg an inch shorter

than the other. When I asked him to describe his pain level on a scale of zero to ten (ten being

most painful), he said it was always a fifteen! Over the years, he had stopped taking prescribed

pain medication because of the toll they had on his body and mind.Roger did not know what

else to do and was at the end of his rope. The doctors claimed there was nothing else they

could do for him, besides prescribing more pain medication. He feared facing the



disappointment of asking for prayer if healing didn’t happen. He was at the point where he

questioned his faith and wondered whether God wanted him to be healed.I told Roger that

these were normal responses from an abnormal amount of trauma and suffering. I told him

God was also saddened he was living this way, and God wanted Roger healed even more than

Roger did. For people like Roger, who have endured a succession of disappointments, I first

ask if they still want to be healed. If the person says no, or is hesitant to answer, I ask why they

feel that way. I examine their answer to see if they reveal other issues that may be blocking

their healing. Since Roger said yes to this question, I told him we would work together to

discover what was blocking his healing.I asked Roger to recall his accident and to picture

Jesus standing between him and the accident site. I then commanded the emotional, physical,

memory, and sight trauma to leave Roger, in Jesus’s name. As Roger released the trauma and

forgave the other driver, I asked God to adjust Roger’s legs. As we both watched his shorter leg

lengthen, he could feel his hips automatically adjust—and his back pain completely

disappeared. Instantly, Roger was able to stand, walk, bend, and touch his toes without pain!

Every Hurt or Wound Is a Trauma to Your SystemRegardless of how you are able to relate with

Roger’s experiences, I do know that life is still full of hurt and pain that can greatly affect your

body (physical) and soul (mind, will, and emotions). You must realize that any wound or hurt

you receive (emotional or physical) is some form of trauma to your system.The word wound is

the English translation of the Greek word trauma, which is why I use the word trauma

throughout the book and when I pray for healing. You can still use words such as hurt,

wounded, injured, abused, mistreated, or others, but they are all trauma. Trauma comes in

many forms.Physical trauma can be from direct harm or injury to your body, including physical

abuse, accidents, injuries, and even surgeries.Corresponding with physical trauma is cellular

memory trauma. When there is physical trauma to the body, your tissues, cells, muscles,

ligaments, and organs all hold the memory of the trauma as living, sensing

organisms.Emotional trauma is the negative feelings associated with experiencing physical

trauma. These feelings include such pain, fear, and sadness. Emotional trauma can also stem

from hurtful verbal expressions toward you. (For more information, see the section on

Misunderstood Domestic Violence Trauma in chapter 11.)Other traumas may include: sight

trauma from seeing devastation or something upsetting, such as seeing your father become

angry when you are a child; hearing trauma from sounds that are frightening; or general

memory trauma, which may include one traumatic event or an accumulation many traumatic

memories over time. Whether you label the hurtful experiences wounds or trauma, it is all the

same pain and suffering that needs to be revealed and released for your mind and body

restoration. You will learn more details about these traumas throughout the book.Every Harmful

Event Creates Physical TraumaIf you experience phsycially harm, your body will sustain

physical trauma and cellular memory trauma with any type of bodily physical injury. Since

everything in your body is living, every cell of your muscles, ligaments, organs, skin, etc., will

carry the pain of an injury (cellular memory trauma) until you release the trauma. This can also

include bodily injuries you do not remember. For example, forceful birthing experiences and

prolonged time in the birth canal can create fears and anxieties. Even when you go under

anesthesia during an operation, your body can experience cellular memory trauma. There are

many testimonies of people who have had years of bodily pain after a surgerical procedure that

was intended to relieve pain. As a result, however, the pain continued or was made worse.

When the person pictured the surgerical event and commanded the cellular memory to leave,

the pain disappeared.There was a man who had surgery to repair a tear in his ACL knee

ligament. After the surgery, he began to feel constant pain, which he reported as a six pain



level. I had the man visualize himself on the operating table during the operation. I asked him to

picture Jesus putting His hand over the knee, and as I commanded the physical and cellular

memory trauma to leave, his pain disappeared. When I asked what happened after the

surgery, he said he felt pain at a number eight and he had a lot of fear. Since fear is an open

door for pain, I had him picture Jesus standing next to him in the recovery room. Then we

commanded the fear to leave and asked Jesus to be a shield of comfort, life, and light. The

pain and fear were gone.

Supernatural Freedom from the Captivity of Trauma: Overcoming the Hindrance to Your

Wholeness, Deadly Emotions: Understand the Mind-Body-Spirit Connection that Can Heal or

Destroy You, A More Excellent Way: Be in Health, Gaslighting Recovery Workbook: How to

Recognize Manipulation, Overcome Narcissistic Abuse, Let Go, and Heal from Toxic

Relationships (Mindful Relationships Book 1), Exposing the Spiritual Roots of Disease:

Powerful Answers to Your Questions About Healing and Disease Prevention, Healing

Jane from Natural Choices, “Handy Reference Guide to Emotions Related to Symptoms. I

often see patterns to physical symptoms related to beliefs and emotions. This book has a great

glossary of imbalances and the corresponding thoughts and emotions related to them. I am

now using this book in my office to share with clients some potential underlying cause to their

symptoms they probably did not consider before.”

Candice J Golden, “Healing for Complex PTSD. I am actually a patient of Craig. Although

skeptical at first with the technique, my sessions and this book have brought me healing with

my Complex PTDS”

JO & Raydeane Owens, “incredible insight!. practical guidelines for freedom from emotional

trauma.”

leslie marsh, “Journey to healing. Very deep spiritual journey love it”

Kenneth G. Koop, “Works!. Very interesting”

Karen, “Emotional & Physical Freedom!. Craig does a great job connecting the emotional roots

to physical illnesses and provides hope for individual's crippled by both emotional challenges

and physical disorders. He gives step by step instructions on how to release underlying

emotions that may tend to paralyze or interfere with our ability to function or handle current life

situations and affect our health. Our Healing Rooms prayer team has seen amazing results in

bringing both emotional and physical healings in ourselves and the people we minister to when

utilizing the techniques Craig teaches in this book. I highly recommend this book for

individuals who realize the connection between our Soul (mind, will & emotions) Spirit and

Body in pursuing healing. An added bonus would be to invite Craig to teach and train your

team in utilizing these techniques and putting them into practice as we were fortunate enough

to do!Blessings, Karen”
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Teresa M Klinger, “This will change the way you think about healing!. This book is cutting edge

for healing. We are directors of Bethlehem PA Healing Rooms in PA and have been using the

tools from Craig's book since he trained us in July 2018. We have seen backs healed, cancer,

and many other long-standing issues where we had not seen breakthrough before! We

HIGHLY recommend this book!”

Anna Aquino, “Life changing!. Life changing...”

The book by Craig A. Miller has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 74 people have provided feedback.
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